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Settling down at Ceibal and
Cuello: variation in the transition
to sedentism across the Maya
lowlands

Jessica MacLellan*

Department of Anthropology, Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem, NC, United States

During the Middle Preclassic period (c. 1000–350 BCE), the people of the Maya

lowlands transitioned from amobile horticulturalist to sedentary farming lifestyle,

exemplified by permanent houses arranged around patios and rebuilt over

generations. Early evidence of this change has been found in northern Belize, in

the Belize Valley, and at Ceibal, Guatemala. At Cuello and other sites in northern

Belize, mortuary rituals tied to ancestor veneration created inequality from the

beginning of sedentary life. There, relatively dense populations facilitated the

emergence of competitive sociopolitical strategies. However, Maya communities

in di�erent regions adopted di�erent aspects of sedentism at di�erent times and

employed di�erent power strategies. Unlike Cuello, Ceibal was founded as a

ceremonial center by semi-mobile people. Middle Preclassic ritual practices at

Ceibal and in the Belize Valley were associated with more collective leadership.

At the end of this period, increased population densities contributed to a shift to

more exclusionary rituals and political strategies throughout the lowlands.
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Introduction

Compared to other parts of Mesoamerica, the transition from a mobile horticulturalist

lifestyle to a sedentary agriculturalist lifestyle occurred relatively late in the Maya area.

While the lowland Maya had been cultivating domesticated maize and other plants for

centuries, they maintained a mobile, pottery-free, Archaic-style lifestyle until c. 1000

BCE (Lohse, 2010) – possibly as early as 1200 BCE in a few locations (Sullivan et al.,

2018; Inomata et al., 2020). Around 1000 BCE, much of Mesoamerica became dependent

on maize agriculture, thanks to the intensification of agricultural practices, the spread

of more productive maize plants, or both (Rosenswig et al., 2015). The new reliance

on agriculture was part of the gradual, heterogenous process through which the Maya

settled down. During the Middle Preclassic period (c. 1000–350 BCE), the Maya began

to build permanent dwellings around open patios that were occupied and remodeled over

generations. Archaeologically, we identify the earliest permanent Maya sites based on the

presence of early (pre-Mamom phase) Maya ceramics (Inomata, 2017a; Andrews et al.,

2018; Sullivan et al., 2018; Walker, 2023) and their locations below later Maya architecture.

Clear evidence of the transition to sedentary life, including ceramics, architecture, and
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radiocarbon dates, has been found in Yucatan; northern Belize;

the Belize Valley region; Aguada Fénix, in Tabasco; and Ceibal, in

Guatemala (Figure 1).

The people who settled the Maya lowlands were in contact

with complex Mesoamerican societies, such as the Gulf Coast

Olmec, that had long been sedentary and included centralized

rulership (Rosenswig, 2010). Although the early Maya participated

in some of the same practices as those societies, including

building monumental ceremonial centers and depositing caches of

greenstone objects (Clark and Hansen, 2001; Inomata et al., 2013,

2021), the earliest clear evidence of Maya rulers dates to around

100 BCE (Coe, 1965; Saturno, 2009; Inomata et al., 2014). As others

have argued, it is important to examine Middle Preclassic social

complexity on its own terms, rather than as a prelude to the city-

states and divine kings of the Classic period (Canuto, 2016; Pugh,

2021). Complexity is not the same as hierarchy (Crumley, 1987,

1995, 2003), and Middle Preclassic society was made up many

different but overlapping communities without being strongly

hierarchical (MacLellan and Castillo, 2022).

Rather than simply stating that the Preclassic Maya were

less hierarchical than the Olmec, it is useful to consider

how power relationships were created among Preclassic

Maya people. Blanton et al. (1996) identified two political

strategies in ancient Mesoamerica: exclusionary/network and

corporate/collective/cooperative. During the Formative Period,

the Gulf Coast Olmec exhibited the “network” strategy, through

which competitive individuals gained elite status based on

long-distance connections and control of prestige goods. This

strategy is evidenced by portraits of individual rulers and a

widespread, “international” style of art. In contrast, Early Classic

Teotihuacan shows evidence of the “corporate” strategy, in which

power was more spread out through society, the population

willingly collaborated on public works, and individual leaders

were not memorialized. Teotihuacan invested in public spaces

and apartment complexes, rather than palaces, and the artwork of

Teotihuacan is focused on mythology and nature, rather than a

ruling elite. These are simplified examples, and exclusionary and

collective strategies can exist in the same society, just as hierarchical

and non-hierarchical sociopolitical relationships coexist in every

society (Crumley, 1995). The balance of exclusionary vs. collective

strategies and hierarchical vs. non-hierarchical relationships within

a society can also change over time.

Blanton and others continue to investigate cooperation and

collective action in Mesoamerican societies, especially in Central

Mexico (Blanton and Fargher, 2008; Carballo, 2013; Carballo

et al., 2014; Blanton, 2016; DeMarrais and Earle, 2017). These

scholars point out that cooperation, in which individual agents

sacrifice power or incur risks for the sake of the group, is not

a matter of being duped by elites, but is instead an often-

rewarding strategy. Using a collective action framework, Feinman

and Carballo (2018, p. 11) place “much of the Maya Preclassic”

on the “more collective” (more collaborative, less competitive)

end of a spectrum for Mesoamerican urban societies, presumably

based on low socioeconomic differentiation, lack of identifiable

rulers, and investment in communal architecture over palaces and

other exclusive spaces. In a review of recent studies of Middle

Preclassic complexity, Pugh similarly argues that the early Maya

used cooperative strategies and collective organization to build

monumental public works at Nixtun-Ch’ich’ and Aguada Fénix

(Inomata et al., 2020; Pugh, 2021).

Evidence for economic stratification among the early Maya is

sparse. Certain Middle Preclassic households likely had a higher

status, based on the elevation of their dwellings on monumental

platforms, constructed with the labor of a larger community (Awe,

1992, p. 112–137; Triadan et al., 2017). However, as at the Early

Formative site of Paso de la Amada in the Pacific Coast region, this

elevation does not necessarily equate with material wealth (Lesure

and Blake, 2002). All Middle Preclassic households seem to have

had fairly equal access to goods (King, 2016). Diets varied greatly

across regions, but trended toward greater maize consumption over

time (King, 2016, p. 432–434; Pugh, 2021, p. 552–553). Individual

households produced their own food and many crafts, including

obsidian tools and shell ornaments (Aoyama et al., 2017; Hohmann

et al., 2018; Sharpe and Aoyama, 2023). Long-distance trade of

exotic materials like obsidian, greenstone, and marine shell must

have been controlled, or at least organized, by specialists (Aoyama,

2017; Sharpe, 2019). For example, Aoyama et al. (2017, p. 411)

observe that Middle Preclassic Ceibal probably distributed obsidian

to the smaller sites in its periphery. Hohmann et al. (2018, p.

139) argue that a Middle Preclassic marine shell workshop in a

residential context at Pacbitun, in the Belize Valley, represents

craft specialists engaged in ornament production for exchange.

The control of long-distance trade and prestige goods is one

way that Preclassic Maya leaders engaged in “less collective” or

“exclusionary” power strategies (Blanton et al., 1996; Feinman and

Carballo, 2018, p. 11). Nevertheless, obsidian and marine shell

artifacts were widespread and accessible across the lowlands.

Perhaps due to the paucity of observable differences in

economic status, many archaeologists focus on rituals, including

mortuary practices, when discussing early Maya social complexity.

Ritual plays a key role in the development of social complexity,

because it brings people together while simultaneously facilitating

differentiation (Turner, 1969, 1974; Hill and Clark, 2001). Access

to certain materials, spaces, and knowledge is limited to specialists,

who have particular obligations. Those specialists may or may

not gain higher status, but sociopolitical relationships are created

through their activities (Bell, 1992, p. 197). These relationships

result in communities with shared interests and ideologies (Bell,

1992, p. 125; Yaeger and Canuto, 2000, p. 5–9). For the Preclassic

and Classic Maya, gatherings for ritual performances in public

plazas were key to the creation of such communities (Inomata,

2006; Estrada-Belli, 2011; Inomata and Tsukamoto, 2014; Inomata

et al., 2015a; Brown et al., 2018).

Mortuary rituals have long been used by archaeologists as a

proxy for inequality (Saxe, 1970; Binford, 1971; Parker Pearson,

1999, p. 72–94), based on the assumption that the way people

are treated after death reflects their lived positions in their

communities. This assumption can be misleading, as many

factors influence burial practices (Parker Pearson, 1999, p. 83–86;

Brück, 2004). Nevertheless, well-documented and securely dated

patterns in mortuary practices can convincingly demonstrate social

differentiation. According to Blanton et al. (1996), differentiation in

burial practices and grave goods is characteristic of less collective,

more exclusionary socioeconomic organizations (Feinman and
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FIGURE 1

Map of Maya lowlands with Middle Preclassic sites (prepared by Elaine Lu).

Carballo, 2018, p. 11). Burial locations may relate to inequality,

especially after the transition to sedentism, as prominent places in

the landscapemay become resting places for high-status individuals

(Joyce, 2004). Special treatment of select ancestors may also

legitimate a group’s land rights (Goldstein, 1981; Morris, 1991).

Based on evidence from K’axob, in northern Belize, McAnany

argues that the earliest sedentary Maya farmers established

heritable land rights by interring their dead within their dwellings,

by constructing successive house platforms in the same location

over generations, and by curating the bones of selected ancestors

for use in rituals (McAnany, 1995). Lineages with claims to the

best land gained social and political status over time, and the

resting places of their most important ancestors became shrines

and temples. Mortuary evidence for this practice includes: (1)

placement of burials within houses; (2) individuals prepared

in relatively complex positions; (3) multiple individuals in

one burial – often several secondary (disarticulated, curated,

incomplete) interments surrounding a primary individual; (4)

presence of secondary burials, particularly bundles that include

long bones, maxillae, and mandibles; and (5) differences in grave

goods (McAnany et al., 1999). This ancestor veneration model,

which describes an exclusionary political strategy, has been very

influential in Maya archaeology.

Here, I review the transition to sedentary life in the Maya

lowlands through a comparison of two early Maya sites, Cuello

and Ceibal, located in different regions. This comparison is possible

thanks to the careful stratigraphic control and detailed publications

of the Cuello project. I discuss the construction histories of the

earliest residences and the associated domestic rituals, including

burials. I argue that a focus on the mortuary records of northern

Belize gives an image of the Middle Preclassic period as a time of

gradually increasing inequality and competitive political strategies.

A wider view shows that more collective strategies were common

elsewhere in the Maya lowlands until the end of the Middle

Preclassic, when increasing populations may have necessitated

exclusionary strategies that led to greater inequality.

Case studies: Cuello and Ceibal

The best known and most complete record of an early Maya

village comes fromCuello, which was excavated under the direction

of Hammond (1991). For good reasons, data from Cuello and

the later village of K’axob (McAnany, 2004), both in northern

Belize, have had a major influence on our understanding of the

Middle Preclassic (c. 1000–350 BCE) Maya and the origins of

sociopolitical complexity in the lowlands. However, great variation

existed across the Maya area during this period. The earliest

Maya were heterogeneous and spread over different environmental

zones. Northern Belize is unusual for its wealth of Archaic period

material, indicating a relatively high population density around the

transition to sedentary life (Rosenswig, 2021; Valdez et al., 2021).
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Communities in other regions emerged under different conditions.

Excavations at Ceibal, directed by Takeshi Inomata and Daniela

Triadan, provide new insights into the transition to sedentism.

Unlike Cuello, which began with small domestic structures, Ceibal

was founded by semi-mobile people as a ceremonial center, with

a monumental plaza and formal public rituals (Inomata et al.,

2013, 2015b). Preclassic household architecture and rituals at

Ceibal differ greatly from those documented in northern Belize.

By contrasting the archaeological records of two well documented

sites, one sees diversity in the social processes out of which lowland

Maya society emerged.

Cuello

Cuello is located in the Orange Walk district of Belize,

between the Rio Hondo and the New River (Figure 1). Between

1975 and 2002, Hammond directed 11 seasons of fieldwork,

focusing on the Preclassic period at Platform 34 (Hammond, 1991,

2005). Through extensive, meticulous excavations and radiocarbon

dating, Hammond and colleagues documented a Middle Preclassic

residential area founded at the transition to sedentism.

The earliest permanent occupation, corresponding to the

Swasey ceramic phase, was originally dated to before 2000 BCE,

but Hammond moved the estimate to 1200 BCE based on

a reassessment of the radiocarbon results (Kosakowsky, 1987;

Hammond, 2005). Meanwhile, Andrews favored a date after 1000

BCE based on more recent radiocarbon dates and stylistic analyses

(Andrews and Hammond, 1990). Further consideration of the

contexts of carbon samples, comparisons to ceramic collections

from other sites and a Bayesian statistical analysis of the dates

lead both John Lohse and Takeshi Inomata to argue that sedentary

life and ceramic use at Cuello began around 1000 BCE (Lohse,

2010; Inomata, 2017a). The Swasey phase corresponds to the Real 1

phase at Ceibal and Cunil phase in the Belize Valley (Table 1). The

beginning date for the Cunil phase is supported by Lohse’s review

of recent radiocarbon dates (Lohse, 2023). Cuello’s Bladen ceramic

phase dates to around 800–600 BCE, covering the transition from

the Early Middle Preclassic to the Late Middle Preclassic period.

The Bladen phase corresponds to Real 2, Real 3, and Escoba 1 at

Ceibal and Early Jenney Creek in the Belize Valley.

Early Middle Preclassic: Swasey phase

The earliest architecture at Cuello consists of post holes in the

natural, sterile soil and bedrock surface, associated with Swasey

phase ceramics (Gerhardt, 1988; Hammond et al., 1991b). Soon

after, the first house platforms were constructed. These are low,

apsidal in shape, and plastered. Post holes show that the platforms

supported perishable dwellings. During the second part of the

Swasey ceramic phase, house platforms were arranged around the

first patio, which was covered by a plaster floor. Similar domestic

patio groups were constructed at Blackman Eddy, in the Belize

Valley region, as early as 1000 BCE (Brown and Garber, 2005).

Three burials (Burials 62, 159 + 167, and 179 + 180) may

date to the Swasey phase, but their chronologies are unclear

(Robin, 1989; Hammond et al., 1991b, p. 31, 32, 1992; Hammond,

1999). These burials are not associated with Swasey period

constructions and do not contain grave goods. Burials 159+167

and 179+180 were found near Bladen-phase burials and structures,

while Burial 62 was found in a depression in the bedrock.

Radiocarbon dates from bones of Burials 62 and 179 suggest

these individuals died before 1000 BCE, but the contamination

of Burial 62 with conservation chemicals made its initial dating

uncertain (Hammond et al., 1991a, p. 31, 32). A radiocarbon date

measured after removing contaminants gives a calibrated date

around 1000 BCE (Law et al., 1991), so Burial 62 may belong

to the Swasey phase. Based on the stratigraphy, it is likely that

Burials 179+180 and 159+167 belong to the Bladen period, and the

radiocarbon date from 179 is unreliable (Inomata, 2017a, p. 334,

335). Alternatively, Lohse argues that all three early burials may

actually represent a pre-ceramic, Archaic era population (Lohse,

2010).

Early Middle Preclassic: Bladen phase

The practice of building apsidal, plastered house

platforms and perishable superstructures around an open

patio continued throughout the Bladen phase (Gerhardt,

1988; Hammond et al., 1991b). House platforms grew taller

and more elaborate as they were rebuilt over Swasey phase

predecessors and renovated multiple times. The earliest

known sweat bath in the Maya lowlands was constructed

in the domestic group during this period (Hammond

and Bauer, 2001; Hammond et al., 2002; Hammond,

2005).

During Bladen times, the residents began to deposit burials

in house platforms. At least 17 burials belong to this phase

(Robin, 1989; Hammond et al., 1991a,b, 1992, 1995, 2000;

Hammond, 1999). Seven individuals are children. The graves

contain many highly varied grave goods, including ceramic

vessels, jade beads, two Olmec-style jade pendants (one in the

burial of a female adult and the other in the burial of a

child), stone tools, shell jewelry, marine shells, one ocarina, and

cylinder seals. Adults of both sexes and children received burial

offerings. The individuals in Burial 2 and Burial 9 show signs of

being de-fleshed before burial, and Burial 2 was disarticulated.

Burial 9 was interred in an unusual, seated position and is

also the only Bladen burial found in the patio rather than a

house platform.

Late Middle Preclassic

At the transition to the Late Middle Preclassic period, or

Lopez-Mamom ceramic phase (c. 600–350 BCE), the low domestic

platforms around the patio were renovated and rebuilt. During

the subsequent construction phase, Structures 315 and 314 became

the earliest rectangular platforms in the group (Gerhardt, 1988;

Hammond et al., 1991b, 2002; Hammond, 2005). These structures

were also the first to support stone superstructures. Structure 315,

on the north side of the patio, was only 8 meters long and 5 meters
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TABLE 1 Preclassic ceramic chronologies of Cuello, Ceibal, and Belize Valley, with approximate date ranges (after Inomata, 2017a).

Period Cuello Ceibal Belize Valley

Early Middle Preclassic Swasey (1000–800 BCE) Real 1 (1000–850 BCE) Cunil (1000–800 BCE)

Bladen (800–600 BCE) Real 2 (850–750), Real 3 (750–700 BCE) Early Jenney Creek (800–600 BCE)

Late Middle Preclassic Lopez (600–350 BCE) Escoba 1 (700–600), Escoba 2 (600–450),

Escoba 3 (450–350 BCE)

Late Jenney Creek (600–350 BCE)

Late and Terminal Preclassic Cocos (350 BCE – 200 CE) Cantutse 1 (350–300), Cantutse 2

(300–150), Cantutse 3 (150–50 BCE)

Barton Creek (350 BCE - 1 CE)

Xate 1 (50 BCE - 75 CE), Xate 2 (75–150),

Xate 3 (150–250 CE)

Mount Hope (1–125), Floral Park

(125–300 CE)

wide, and may have been a ritual rather than residential building

(Hammond, 2005).

At least 30 Late Middle Preclassic burials were excavated

at Platform 34 (Robin, 1989; Hammond et al., 1991a,b, 1992,

2002; Hammond, 1999). Six additional burials (Burials 173–

175 and 182–184) may date to either the Bladen or Lopez

phase (Hammond et al., 1995, 2000). All but two of the burials

were deposited in house platforms. Hammond (1999) sees social

differentiation in the burial offerings from this time period.

Ceramic vessels and shell jewelry were common grave goods for

adults of both sexes and for children. Jade beads were found

only in six burials sexed as male. Cuello Burial 160, of an adult

male, contained an unusual wealth of offerings: three ceramic

vessels, a perforated snail shell, three shell beads, three jade

beads, part of a turtle carapace, four carved bone tubes, and

a pendant made from a human skull and decorated with an

anthropomorphic face (Hammond et al., 1992; Hammond, 1999).

Three of the individuals (Burials 1, 6, and 152) were missing skulls,

but it is not clear whether the skulls were removed before or

after deposition.

Late Preclassic

The beginning of the Late Preclassic (c. 350 BCE) was a time of

drastic change at Cuello (Gerhardt, 1988; Hammond et al., 1991b,

p. 41–43). The patio group at Platform 34 was destroyed, leaving

evidence of extensive burning. An offering of jade beads was left in

the patio at the termination. Mass Burial 1, containing at least 32

individuals, was created during the process of filling in the patio

group with rubble. All the interred were adults and most were

male. Most were interpreted as sacrificed or dismembered. Cocos-

Chicanel ceramic vessels and carved bone tubes were included in

the burial. Two decapitated young adults were also buried in the

fill layers, and an infant burial was left in a retaining wall. After the

domestic groupwas filled in, Platform 34 became an open, plastered

plaza (Gerhardt, 1988; Hammond et al., 1991b, p. 43, 44). Next,

Platform 34 was expanded to the north to construct Structure 312.

This is a long structure with a front terrace, facing south, into the

patio. Several burials are associated with Structure 312. Fire pits and

post holes in the floor outside Structure 312 could indicate domestic

activities, but the structure itself may not be residential. Structure

312 and its terrace resemble contemporaneous architecture at the

Karinel Group, discussed below.

The foundation of Ceibal

Ceibal is a large Maya site on the Pasion River in southwest

Peten, Guatemala (Figure 1). The site was investigated by Harvard

University’s Seibal Archaeological Project, directed by Gordon

Willey, from 1964 to 1968 (Willey et al., 1975). The Harvard project

documented an Early Middle Preclassic occupation associated with

the Real-Xe ceramic phase (Sabloff, 1975). Cache 7, a cruciform

pit in the Central Plaza, contained five Real ceramic vessels, six

greenstone axes, and a greenstone bloodletter (Smith, 1982, p.

118, 242–245). This cache was compared to cruciform caches and

greenstone artifacts from the Olmec center of La Venta.

In 2005, Inomata and Triadan began the Ceibal-Petexbatún

Archaeological Project to explore the Early Middle Preclassic

origins of lowland Maya society, building on the work of the

Harvard project. Inomata has refined Sabloff ’s original chronology

(Inomata, 2017a; Inomata et al., 2017b). We have learned that

Ceibal’s earliest plaza was carved out of the bedrock around

950 BCE, and we suggest that lowland Maya society grew out

of multidirectional, interregional interactions during the Middle

Preclassic period (Inomata et al., 2013; Inomata, 2017a). The plaza

and associated platforms make up one of the earliest securely

dated “E-group” ceremonial complexes in Mesoamerica (Inomata,

2017b). Early E-groups were aligned with the solar calendar.

Beginning at Ceibal’s foundation, caches containing greenstone

axes were repeatedly deposited along the centerline of the E-

group plaza (Inomata and Triadan, 2015; Inomata et al., 2017a).

The E-group layout and caches show connections to sites in

Chiapas and the Olmec Gulf Coast (Clark and Hansen, 2001;

Inomata et al., 2013). These activities were organized by specialists,

but the people of Middle Preclassic Ceibal emphasized public

architecture and cosmological symbolism over the aggrandizement

of individual leaders.

Despite extensive excavations, there is little evidence for

domestic architecture at Ceibal during the first part of the Early

Middle Preclassic. In contrast with Cuello and Blackman Eddy,

the earliest clear house platforms date to the Real 3 phase, c. 750–

700 BCE (Table 1). This does not mean there were definitely no

permanent dwellings during the Real 1 and 2 phases. For example,

it is not clear whether Platform Sulul, a 1.3m tall structure built

near the Central Plaza around 950 BCE, functioned as a residential

complex (Inomata et al., 2013; Triadan et al., 2017). At Caobal,

a satellite site of Ceibal, post holes in the bedrock represent a

perishable structure dated to the Real 2 (c. 850–750 BCE) or Real 3
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phase (Munson and Pinzón, 2017). In the core of Ceibal, Structure

Fernando, a small platform carved out of the natural marl soil, is

probably a Real 3 house platform (Inomata et al., 2015b; Triadan

et al., 2017). Later during the Real 3 phase, Structure Fernando was

replaced by Platform K’at, which was 1.6 m−1.9m tall and may

have supported a patio group for a high-status household.

It is conceivable that some people did live in permanent

dwellings at Ceibal before the Real 3 phase, and we have

not recognized them in the archaeological record. However, a

substantial population created and used the early public plaza. We

argue that a large part of this population continued a more mobile

lifestyle – moving seasonally and living in perishable structures

– for some time after the plaza foundation, rather than building

and renovating permanent dwellings (Inomata et al., 2015a,b).

The same pattern is seen at Yaxuná, in Yucatan, where the E-

group dates to the Early Middle Preclassic but no contemporary

residences have been identified (Stanton et al., 2022, p. 60–

66). Archaeological investigations from around the world have

shown that similarly mobile, non-hierarchical groups are capable

of monumental constructions for communal rituals (Brück, 1999;

Marcus and Flannery, 2004; Saunders et al., 2005; Gibson, 2006;

Schmidt, 2010; Burger and Rosenswig, 2012; Dietrich et al., 2013;

Ortmann and Kidder, 2013). At Ceibal, the transition to sedentism

was gradual and piecemeal, and a formal public space preceded the

adoption of formal domestic spaces by most of the population.

Early burials at Ceibal

While a few possible Swasey burials and at least 17 Bladen phase

burials were excavated at Cuello, only a handful of burials from

Ceibal may date to the Real phase. None were encountered by the

Harvard project. Burial 110 was deposited at Platform Sulul during

the Real 2 or Escoba 1 (700–600 BCE) phase (Triadan et al., 2017, p.

241). The burial contained a juvenile who died at about 11 years old

(according to bioarchaeologist JuanManuel Palomo) and a spouted

ceramic vessel. Burial 136, of a female adult (erroneously reported

as male elsewhere), was interred near but not inside the Real 3-

era E-group (Inomata et al., 2017a, p. 215). The burial contained

four complete Real 3 phase ceramic vessels. Real-phase Burial 132

and Burial 160 (not to be confused with Cuello Burial 160) were

excavated in the Karinel Group and will be discussed below. Burial

128 may date to the Real 3 or Escoba phase and was also excavated

at the Karinel Group.

In recent years, Melissa Burham has overseen the excavation

of a cluster of several possibly preceramic burials at the Amoch

Group of Ceibal (Burham, 2022, p. 269, 270). At least two of

these burials have been radiocarbon dated to about 1000 BCE or

earlier. None are associated with artifacts or architecture. These

burials raise the possibility of an Archaic, seasonal occupation

at Ceibal that contributed to the foundation of the ceremonial

center. If Lohse is correct that the earliest burials at Cuello

are preceramic (Lohse, 2010), the Amoch group cemetery could

be an important comparative sample. The results of Burham’s

ongoing investigations should clarify the situation. In this paper,

I focus on the Middle Preclassic-era processes in the transition to

sedentary life.

The Karinel Group

The Karinel Group (Unit 47) is a residential area 160m west of

the Central Plaza (Smith, 1982, p. 4). The group was investigated by

Gair Tourtellot during his survey of the periphery (Tourtellot, 1988,

p. 171–174). Based on Tourtellot’s test pit, the area was occupied

during Real times and the bedrock was relatively close to the ground

surface, making it a promising location at which to expose large

areas of EarlyMiddle Preclassic domestic architecture and deposits.

I oversaw four seasons of excavation from 2012 to 2015 (MacLellan,

2019a,b) (Figure 2). The main objective was to understand the role

of household ritual practices in the development of sociopolitical

complexity (Burham and MacLellan, 2014; MacLellan, 2019c;

MacLellan and Castillo, 2022).

Early Middle Preclassic

The earliest ceramics at the Karinel Group are found in deposits

on the bedrock (Subops. 211A and 211D) and dated to the Real 2

phase (c. 850–750 BCE). One alignment of small stones and one

possible post hole in the bedrock, near the southern edge of the

group, may also date to this period. However, no other post holes

have been found in the bedrock and there are no clearly defined

structures until Real 3 (c. 750–700 BCE) times. Some evidence

of the earliest occupation was doubtless erased by the residents

cleaning and living on the bedrock surface throughout the Early

Middle Preclassic. While some areas were smoothed, others were

left rough. At some point, the northern edge of the basal platform

was defined by carving the bedrock (Figure 3).

At the western side of the platform (Subop. 211B, Units 1 and

2, near Str. 46), Burial 132 was placed in a globular chamber in the

bedrock (Burham andMacLellan, 2014). There is no other evidence

of Real period occupation in the western part of the Karinel Group.

Burial 132 contained the skeletons of two adults, seven Real 3 phase

ceramic vessels, and an infant of 1–2 months inside one of those

vessels. According to Palomo, one of the adults is male and aged 35–

50 years. The other is probably female and of the same age range.

Three radiocarbon dates from human bone and teeth (PLD-28785:

2482 ± 20 = 767–524 BCE, 2-sigma cal.; PSU-3472: 2520 ± 20 =

779–549 BCE, 2-sigma cal.; PSU-3473: 2482 ± 20 = 767–542 BCE,

2-sigma cal.) overlap with the Real 3 phase [In this paper, Ceibal

radiocarbon dates are calibrated in OxCal 4.4 using the IntCal-20

curve (Bronk Ramsey, 1995; Reimer et al., 2020).]

Two other burials at the Karinel Group have been radiocarbon

dated to the Early Middle Preclassic. These burials contained no

grave goods, and neither was deposited in a house platform. Ceibal

Burial 160, the primary burial of an adult sexed as male, was found

on the bedrock, in the area of the Terminal Classic patio group

(Subop. 211C, Unit 3). After deposition, Burial 160 was cut along

the skeleton’s medial axis, and the right side of the body and whole

skull were removed. This cut may indicate that the orientation of

Burial 160 related to a construction project. Two teeth were left

behind. Bone from Burial 160 was radiocarbon dated to the Real

2 or Real 3 phase (PSU-5950: 2640 ± 20 = 826–789 BCE, 2-sigma

cal.). Burial 128 was also found on the bedrock, in the area of Str.

46, not far from Burial 132. This burial of an adult male was missing
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FIGURE 2

Karinel group with excavation units: Suboperations 211A-G and Harvard Op. 144 (after Smith, 1982). Courtesy of Ceibal-Petexbatún Archaeological

Project.

the skull; the left arm, scapula, and hand; both tibiae, but not the

fibulae; and the right femur. As with Burial 160, two teeth were

found in the area of the missing head. Since the remaining bones

were articulated, the burial is primary. It is more likely that selected

skeletal elements were removed upon disturbance or reentry than

that the bones (e.g., tibiae but not fibulae) were surgically removed

while fleshed. Human bone from Burial 128 was radiocarbon dated

to the Real 3, Escoba 1, or Escoba 2 phase (PSU-5949: 2510± 20=

776–545 BCE, 2-sigma cal.). Since a large amount of construction

activity occurred near the bedrock at the Karinel Group, over a long

time period, bones from Burial 128 and Burial 160 may have been

removed opportunistically for use in rituals or unknown activities.

During the Real 3 phase, residents of the Karinel Group

expanded the basal platform to the north. Early Middle Preclassic

platforms in this part of the group are poorly preserved, but

middens indicate a residential function. A low circular platform

with a diameter of 2.8m, Structure Pemech-2, was built at this

time (Figure 4) (MacLellan, 2019a, p. 416, 417). Around the

transition from the Real phase to the Escoba phase (c. 700 BCE),

Ceibal Monument 3 was placed above the circular platform. This

monument is a limestone boulder, roughly modified and about 1

m3 in size. Structure Pemech-2 and then Monument 3 may have

served as an altar. Monument 3 remained exposed throughout the

entire Preclassic period and was incorporated into later structures.

Many fragments of Middle Preclassic (Real and Escoba)

ceramic figurines were recovered from the Karinel Group.

Their locations in middens and construction fills provide little

information about their use. However, these figurines may have

been part of domestic rituals (Cyphers Guillén, 1993; Marcus, 1998;

Grove and Gillespie, 2002; Love and Guernsey, 2007).

Late Middle Preclassic

As indicated by domesticmiddens, the Karinel Group remained

residential throughout the Late Middle Preclassic period. The

earliest clear patio was created at the beginning of the Escoba-

Mamom phase, when an area of natural marl soil was leveled and

cleaned (Subop. 211C). A thin marl platform, Structure Saqb’in-

4, was constructed at the east side of this leveled area and later

rebuilt as Saqb’in-3. Each of the two successive surfaces was only a
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FIGURE 3

Sterile bedrock carved during the Early Middle Preclassic (Units 10 and 13, Subop. 211C). Photo: MacLellan. Courtesy of Ceibal-Petexbatún

Archaeological Project.

few centimeters thick. The earlier version was white, while Saqb’in-

3 was mottled red and white (Figure 5). One exposed post hole

indicates that this platform supported a superstructure. The extent

of the structure could not be determined, but it was rectangular

or apsidal. This structure resembles Real 3 phase house platforms

excavated by Triadan in the site core (Triadan et al., 2017, p.

248–251, 257, 258).

During the Escoba 2 phase (c. 600–450 BCE), the Karinel

residents began to build taller house platforms with walls made

of rough limestone blocks, including Structures Saqb’in-2 and

Saqb’in-1 on the eastern side of the patio (Figure 6). They also

built circular platform Structure Sutsu in the patio (MacLellan,

2019a). This round structure is about 0.40m tall, with a diameter of

5m. Like other Middle Preclassic round platforms across the Maya

lowlands, Structure Sutsu did not have a superstructure and was

likely used for performances, such as dances (Aimers et al., 2000;

Hendon, 2000; MacLellan and Castillo, 2022).

At the western side of the Karinel Group (Subop. 211B),

the basal platform was extended by the addition of rectangular

Structure Tz’unun, one corner of which was located precisely above

Burial 132 (Figure 7). Household crafting activities in this area

included obsidian blade manufacture, as evidenced by a knapper’s

midden (Aoyama et al., 2017; Sharpe and Aoyama, 2023).

Below Structure 47, a small temple at the southern edge of

the group (Tourtellot, 1988, p. 171–174), we encountered another

circular platform, contemporaneous with Sutsu (MacLellan and

Castillo, 2022, p. 7, 8). Structure 47-Sub-3 has a diameter of about

6m and is about 0.2m tall. While Structure Sutsu has an outer wall

of rough limestone blocks, the wall of 47-Sub-3 is made up blocks

of soft, white limestone. Unlike the rest of the Karinel Group, the

area around 47-Sub-3 was resurfaced with several successive, thin,

plaster floors.

During the Escoba 3 phase (c. 450–350 BCE), rectangular house

platforms (Strs. Pemech-1, Ayiin) were constructed around the

patio (Figure 4). A large midden in an intrusion in the patio may

be evidence of a communal feast (MacLellan and Castillo, 2022, p.

6–8). On the western side of the Karinel Group (Subop. 211B), an

extension of the basal platform, called Structure Maax, was built

over Structure Tz’unun (Figure 7), and a human scapula was left in

one of the retaining walls.

Late Middle Preclassic-Late Preclassic
transition

As at Cuello, the transition to the Late Preclassic period,

around 350 BCE, was a time of major changes at the Karinel

Group. At that point, ritual activity in Ceibal’s residential groups

became similar to rituals conducted in the public center and

probably focused on emergent elites (Burham andMacLellan, 2014;

MacLellan, 2019c). Semi-public spaces were constructed in outlying

groups (Burham et al., 2020; Burham, 2022). Ritual caching was

undertaken in residential areas. Ceramic figurines became rare.

Circular Structures Sutsu and 47-Sub-3 were buried.

The Late Middle Preclassic patio group at the Karinel Group

was filled in, creating an open space. Residents created the first

cache of a complete ceramic vessel (Cache 175) and deposited a

human ilium above the buried dwellings (MacLellan, 2019c).

Late Preclassic

During the Cantutse-Chicanel 1 phase (c. 350–300 BCE),

circular Structure 47-Sub-3 was replaced by a rectilinear structure.
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FIGURE 4

Locations of Str. Pemech-2 (blue) and Monument 3 (green), with Late Middle Preclassic Strs. Pemech-1 and Ayiin (pink). Courtesy of

Ceibal-Petexbatún Archaeological Project.

As during the Escoba-Mamom phase, several successive, thin,

plaster and burned clay floors covered the area of Str. 47.

Meanwhile, Structure 45a-Sub-1 was built above the buried Middle

Preclassic patio group. This long platform with a front terrace

faced south, toward a yellow plaster floor (Figure 8). This building

resembles the contemporaneous Structure 312 at Cuello. At least

one superstructure stood on the platform, but it is unclear whether

this was residential. This part of the group may have become

a semi-public space during the Cantutse phase. Although the

architecture was dramatically transformed, the top of Monument

3 was still visible.

Unlike many outlying residential groups at Ceibal and

Platform 34 at Cuello, the Karinel Group never featured a

temple pyramid. This might be due to the group’s proximity

to the Central Plaza. Structure 47 may have served as a

special ritual space for the household, judging by its unusual

architecture. During the early part of the Terminal Preclassic

(Protoclassic) period (c. 50 BCE – 150 CE), a cache of 18

ceramic vessels (Cache 159) was placed in front of Structure

47 (Subop. 211A) and resembled contemporaneous caches in

the Central Plaza (Burham and MacLellan, 2014; MacLellan,

2019c).
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FIGURE 5

Patio floor and edge of Str. Saqb’in-3 from above (Unit 5, Subop. 211C). Post hole above north arrow. Photo: MacLellan. Courtesy of

Ceibal-Petexbatún Archaeological Project.

Discussion

During the Preclassic period, the lowland Maya went

from mobile horticulturalists to sedentary farmers, living atop

permanent house platforms that were rebuilt many times. This

transition was not uniform across the lowlands. Communities in

different regions adopted different aspects of sedentism at different

times. The social processes and political strategies involved in the

development of complex Maya society also varied geographically

(Table 2). A comparison of the early architecture and mortuary

practices of Cuello and Ceibal highlights that variation.

At Ceibal, early public ceremonial architecture and caches

point to important interactions with groups in Chiapas and the

Gulf Coast area. Although we do not dismiss the possibility

that earlier durable domestic architecture existed, the lack of

unequivocal evidence for such constructions before 750 BCE

suggests that a significant portion of the population around

Ceibal maintained some level of residential mobility for a few

generations after the plaza’s foundation (Inomata et al., 2015a,b).

Households did not constantly occupy and renovate domestic

structures. Instead, they may have relocated seasonally or every

few years. In this way, Ceibal resembles Yaxuná and differs from

sites in northern Belize and the Belize Valley, where permanent

house platforms and formal patio groups were built around

1000 BCE. By the Late Middle Preclassic, however, the people

of Ceibal were also occupying and rebuilding patio groups

over generations.

Comparing the mortuary practices of northern Belize to those

of the rest of the lowlands reveals major differences in social

processes. The region is unusual in its high quantity of Middle

Preclassic burials. Few Early Middle Preclassic burials are known

from elsewhere in the lowlands, and even Late Middle Preclassic

burials are relatively uncommon (Ringle, 1985, p. 288–313; Awe,

1992, p. 334, 335; Wrobel et al., 2021). The practice of burying the

dead in house platforms began very early at Cuello, around 800

BCE. Other probable pre-Mamom examples can be seen at K’axob

(Storey, 2004), Altun Ha (Pendergast, 1982, p. 170–204), and Santa

Rita Corozal (Chase et al., 2018), also in northern Belize. Burials

in house platforms became common much later elsewhere in the

lowlands. Several burials at Dzibilchaltun, in northern Yucatan,

suggest the custom began there during the Late Middle Preclassic

(Andrews and Andrews, 1980, p. 21–41). The few Late Middle
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FIGURE 6

Locations of Str. Sutsu and Str. Saqb’in-1 (purple). Courtesy of Ceibal-Petexbatún Archaeological Project.

Preclassic burials found at Cahal Pech do not seem to be inside

dwellings (Awe, 1992; Lee and Awe, 1995). At Ceibal and its

satellite site Caobal, Burial 11 (Tourtellot, 1990) and Burial AN4

(Munson, 2012) were placed in house platforms at the end of

the Late Middle Preclassic, during the Escoba 3 phase. The few

Middle Preclassic burials at the Karinel Group were not located

within houses.

The Bladen and Lopez phase burials at Cuello are more richly

furnished than contemporaneous burials outside northern Belize.

Based on the large sample of grave goods, Hammond (1999) sees

an increase in social differentiation during the Lopez phase. Cuello

Burial 160 included ornaments made from jade imported over a

long distance and a human skull pendant that might represent

a trophy head and individual success in battle – hinting at an

“exclusionary” political strategy (sensu Blanton et al., 1996).

At K’axob, near Cuello, McAnany found a similarly complex

Preclassic burial record, beginning c. 800–600 BCE. Although

burials beneath houses date to the foundation of K’axob

(Storey, 2004, p. 110–112), elaborate ancestor veneration practices

(including bundled secondary burials) did not appear until the

Late Preclassic period. As others have noted, descriptions and

drawings of Late and Terminal Preclassic K’axob burials used

to argue for ancestor veneration are very similar to burials

interpreted as human sacrifices at Cuello, including Mass Burial

1 described above (Hammond, 1991; McAnany, 2004; Hageman,

2016). Hammond (1999, p. 55) points out that some children are

buried in house platforms with grave goods, and that children do

not fit the literal definition of ancestors. Nevertheless, Hammond’s

(1999) analysis of the emergence of inequality at Cuello through

mortuary data mirrors McAnany’s study of ancestor veneration

at K’axob.

The ancestor veneration model developed by McAnany has

been very influential throughout the lowlands but does not fit

data from every region. For example, Brown and Robin interpret

Middle Preclassic burials in public plazas at Xunantunich and

Chan, both in the Belize Valley, as examples of ancestor veneration

(Robin et al., 2012, p. 126–128; Brown, 2017; Robin, 2017; Brown

et al., 2018, p. 108–110). Like Ceibal Burials 128 and 160, these

burials were disturbed in antiquity, when elements were removed,

probably for ritual use. Like Ceibal Burials 128 and 160 and

unlike the K’axob cases, there were no associated grave goods –

making it hard to argue for high status. Importantly, McAnany
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FIGURE 7

Str. Tz’unun above Burial 132 (Subop. 211B). Photo: MacLellan. Courtesy of Ceibal-Petexbatún Archaeological Project.

FIGURE 8

Late Preclassic Str. 45a-Sub-1 (Subop. 211C). Photo: MacLellan. Courtesy of Ceibal-Petexbatún Archaeological Project.

argues that Preclassic ancestor veneration was undertaken by a

lineage within a residence, and not by an entire community in a

public space. Even if the burials at Xunantunich and Chan are of

high-status individuals, there is no evidence that the status was

inherited or associated with land rights, which are key elements

of McAnany’s model. If the burials at Xunantunich and Chan

were of venerated leaders, they present a more collective view

of ancestors – and a more “corporate” political strategy (sensu

Blanton et al., 1996). In addition, interpretations of Preclassic

round platforms in the Belize Valley as ancestor shrines are based

on unlikely interpretations of stratigraphy (MacLellan and Castillo,

2022, p. 3). DeLance and Awe argue thatMiddle Preclassic figurines
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TABLE 2 Comparison of Cuello, Ceibal, and Belize Valley during the Middle Preclassic period.

Cuello Ceibal Belize Valley

Residential mobility Sedentary, relatively dense population. Semi-mobile until c. 750 BCE, then

sedentary.

Sedentary.

Public ritual No known Middle Preclassic communal

architecture/ public space.

Communal earthworks, E-group plaza,

greenstone caches from 1000 BCE.

Communal architecture, public E-group

plazas after 800 BCE.

Domestic ritual Inequality in burials, exclusionary

ancestor veneration. Possible circular

platform. Ceramic figurines.

No inequality in burials, no exclusionary

ancestor veneration. Circular platforms.

Ceramic figurines.

No inequality in burials, no exclusionary

ancestor veneration. Circular platforms.

Ceramic figurines.

at Cahal Pech represent ancestor veneration, but their evidence

comes from the reuse of these figurines in Classic period contexts

(DeLance and Awe, 2022). Inverting McAnany’s model, they see

ancestor veneration as a less hierarchical, cooperative practice that

was replaced at the beginning of the Late Preclassic by a more

hierarchical, competitive system.

Domestic architecture at Ceibal does not show increasing

inequality related to burials in house floors, as seen at Cuello

and K’axob. While Karinel Group house platforms were rebuilt

multiple times, neither the houses nor Structure 47 was built

over an ancestral burial. Late Middle Preclassic Structure Tz’unun

was intentionally built above Early Middle Preclassic Burial 132,

suggesting early burials might have tied Ceibal residents to places

during the transition to fully sedentary life. However, there was

no subsequent social differentiation in Late Middle Preclassic

burials. The rituals carried out on circular structures at Ceibal,

Cahal Pech, and elsewhere probably created unranked, rather

than hierarchical, relationships among households (MacLellan

and Castillo, 2022). At Ceibal, the proximity of Platform K’at

(and potentially the earlier Platform Sulul) to the Central

Plaza hints that Middle Preclassic status was tied to public

rituals and cosmological symbols, rather than land rights. The

same pattern is seen at Plaza B of Cahal Pech (Awe, 1992,

p. 112–137).

Although scholars working across the Maya area reference

ancestor veneration, the process described by McAnany differs

from the mortuary evidence seen at Ceibal or in the Belize

Valley. Archaeologists should be explicit about what specific social

processes we refer to when we invoke a concept like “ancestor

veneration.” The continuum of cooperative to competitive

strategies, developed by Blanton et al. (1996), is one lens through

which to differentiate such processes. For example, one might

describe the northern Belize mortuary practices as exclusionary

ancestor veneration and the Chan and Xunantunich plaza examples

as collective ancestor veneration. Ceibal Burial 136, in a public

space, would also fall on the collective side. In contrast, the

construction of Str. Tz’unun over Burial 132 at the Karinel Group

might represent a more exclusionary effort, connecting a particular

household across generations. However, most of the evidence for

exclusionary ancestor veneration cited in northern Belize was

absent at Ceibal throughout the Middle Preclassic.

Why did exclusionary rituals related to land rights emerge

so early in northern Belize? There is probably no simple answer,

but the relatively dense population, beginning in the Archaic

period (Rosenswig, 2021; Valdez et al., 2021), must have played

a role. Feinman and Neitzel use ethnographic and archaeological

evidence from around the world to argue that societies undergo

reorganizations at key demographic thresholds, due to increased

social stresses caused by human cognitive limitations (Feinman

and Neitzel, 2023). If these societies do not fission into smaller

groups, then “institutions” – groups with shared objectives

and regularized practices (Holland-Lulewicz et al., 2020) – are

necessary to socially bind them together. This model is about

interpersonal relationships, rather than subsistence or carrying

capacity. However, institutions require labor and other resources,

and Feinman and Neitzel argue that if those resources, such as

land rights, are heritable and monopolizable, political strategies

will be exclusionary and will increase inequality. The founders

of Ceibal lived in small, dispersed, semi-mobile groups and

exploited many wild resources in addition to planting maize.

Meanwhile, the founders of Cuello may have been overwhelmed

by social tensions and in greater competition for resources.

The ancestor veneration identified by McAnany may represent

the institutionalized leadership that the larger communities of

northern Belize required for social aggregation. Although ancestor

veneration held communities together, it also created hierarchies,

with some lineages monopolizing the best farmland and rising in

social status (McAnany, 1995).

In terms of chronology, mortuary data from Cuello and

K’axob suggest a gradual increase in inequality over the course

of the Preclassic. At Ceibal and in other parts of the lowlands,

that social change seems more abrupt. Around 350 BCE (the

transition to the Chicanel ceramic phase and Late Preclassic

period), Ceibal and Cuello were part of a lowlands-wide shift in

ideology that included changes in spatial organization and ritual

practices at residential groups. Generations-old patio groups at

Cuello, Ceibal, Cahal Pech, Dzibilchaltun, and elsewhere were

buried to create more open spaces. Temple pyramids were created

in peripheral, residential complexes (Ringle, 1999; Munson and

Pinzón, 2017; Burham et al., 2020; Burham, 2022). At Ceibal,

domestic and public rituals became much more similar (Burham

and MacLellan, 2014; MacLellan, 2019c). The earliest clear ritual

caches (intrusive deposits of items like whole ceramic vessels) in

residential areas are dated to the Middle Preclassic-Late Preclassic

transition (MacLellan, 2019c). Ceramic figurines, likely used in

Middle Preclassic household rituals, fell out of favor (Guernsey,

2020; DeLance and Awe, 2022). The more homogenous ritual

practices of the Late Preclassic seem to be focused on emergent

elites, as certain kin groups were – socially and economically

– able to build their own pyramids and create their own ritual

caches away from communal public plazas. There were doubtless

multiple historically contingent causes of this change, but a major
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increase in population across the lowlands is one important factor.

Maya communities may have crossed a demographic threshold

that favored the development of exclusionary political strategies,

and resources like farmland and trade routes may have become

easier to monopolize (Feinman and Neitzel, 2023, p. 9). By the

end of the Late Preclassic (c. 100 BCE), the earliest royal families

had emerged.

Conclusion

Variation in the archaeological records of Cuello and

Ceibal shows that the Middle Preclassic Maya cannot be simply

labeled as “collective” or “not collective”. The relatively dense

population of northern Belize facilitated the early development of

heritable inequality and competitive sociopolitical strategies,

including ancestor veneration. Meanwhile, at Ceibal and

in the Belize Valley (and probably also at Aguada Fénix,

throughout Petén, and in Yucatán), Middle Preclassic ritual

practices and leadership were more collective, despite the

rebuilding of patio groups over generations. By focusing

on specific political strategies and employing Blanton

and colleagues’ continuum of collective to exclusionary,

one gains a more nuanced understanding of relationships

among residential mobility, ritual, leadership, and inequality.

This analysis has implications beyond the Maya area, as

archaeologists increasingly recognize that the transition to

sedentary life is a complex set of processes that occurred in

different combinations at different rates around the globe and

throughout history.
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